6F Media Class Test Guideline(Test on June 17)
Name: ______________
Part 1: Vocabulary
Episode

Vocabulary

in charge
Episode 1
Rollercoaster

/ lame /

in the middle of something

not cool:
to be responsible for:
to be busy:

Episode 2
Lawn Gnome
Beach Party of
Terror

companion / blow something off / carry on
to ignore, not care about:
to continue doing something:
a person or animal that you spend a lot of time with:
to flop

/

reunion /

Episode 3

to fail, not be successful:

Flop Starz

to try out for a part:

auditions

to get back together with a group:
to deflate / to trick something out /
Episode 4
The Fast and the
Phineas

to upgrade everything and make it better:
go get caught, to get in trouble:
to take the air out of something:
keep it down

Episode 5
Lights Candace,
Action

busted

/ stunning

/

serendipitous

to be quiet, not make much noise:
occurring or discovered by chance in a happy way:
something that looks shockingly beautiful:

humiliated
Episode 6
Raging Bully

/

fair and square

/

get into shape

to be extremely embarrassed:
equal and following the rules:
to be healthy, or to physically look good
back in a flash / slipped my mind / to divert

Episode 7
Candace loses her
head

to forget something:
to return quickly:
to change the direction of something:
to ramble

Episode 8
I, Brobot

/

schematic / to do the honors

to talk endlessly without a point:
to allow something to do something special:
a diagram, plan, or drawing:
all tied up / duplicate / genuine

Episode 9
Run away Runway

to be the real thing:
to be busy:
an exact copy of something:
to fret

/ my bad / checking me out

Episode 10
the Magnificent
Few

I made a mistake:
to worry:
looking at me:
scrawny / to be on edge / peculiar

Episode 11
S’Winter

to be strange or unusual:
to be easily upset or irritated:
something that is too small or thin:

Names: _________________

______________________

Grade/Class: _____________ Student #: ______________

Ms. Julie’s Grade 6 Media Class (6/3)
Phineas and Ferb S.1 Ep.14 Ready for the Bettys
Vocabulary: Match the words with their definitions.
fractions

① to only focus and care about 1 thing

obsession

② an animal or symbol for a team or company

mascot

③ to be in danger

in jeopardy

④ to become unconscious due to stress or pain, to pass out

fainted

⑤ part of a number, but not a whole number

1. How and what can someone win a prize?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

2. What is Candace and Stacie obsessed with?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
& How do you know that she is obsessed with this?
_____________________________________________________________________________________

3. How does Candace become part of the “song writing process”?
a.__________________________________

b. _________________________________

c. __________________________________

d. _________________________________

4. What are the boys going to do today? Why are they going to do it?
_____________________________________________________________________________________

5. What different happens to Agent P today?
_____________________________________________________________________________________

6. What does Phineas assume that Ferb has done?
a.___________________________________________________________________________________
b. ___________________________________________________________________________________
c. ___________________________________________________________________________________
d. ___________________________________________________________________________________

7. What does Candace realize that Stacie doesn’t?
_____________________________________________________________________________________

8. What should the fans do for a band?
_____________________________________________________________________________________

9. What is the boys’ mission?
_____________________________________________________________________________________

10. What is Dr. Doofenshmirtz’s invention and evil plan?
_____________________________________________________________________________________

11. According to the Bettys, who saved them?
_____________________________________________________________________________________

12. What is Candace’s reward? _____________________________________________________

13. Why is Mom so happy? __________________________________________________________

14. How does Perry stop the boys? ___________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

15. What are the names of the Bettys?
a.___________________________

b.___________________________

c. __________________________

